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The movie is directed by Indian filmmaker Ashish R Mohan, who has previously directed comedy action blockbuster called Khiladi 786 in Bollywood in 2012. There are several other famous professionals that helped in creating this masterpiece such as award-winning cinematographer Suresh Beesaveni, Pravez Sheikh, Meghdeep Bose, Rakesh Sharma, Sunil Balu etc., who have helped in making several successful movies under prestigious banners all over the world.

This movie is also supported by a team of over 28 Costa Rican technicians, 10 Panama, 4 Colombians, 2 Argentinian and 2 Spain. Over 1200 supporting actors and extras gave this mega production action, comedy, romance and music a totally new experience which will be seen by Latin American Cinema Industry.

Pacific Investment prepares a platform in Costa Rica for producing and distributing quality movies.

After almost two years of planning and execution, Pacific Investment Corporation S.A. presents the most extraordinary, first of its kind, a Latin movie in Bollywood style.

This film is pet project of Teresa Rodriguez and Prabhakar Sharan carried out with the support of renowned and successful professionals of Bollywood.

Executive Production hired the best Latin American film crew that have had a working relationship with Hollywood crew in Latin America. The movie contains four original sound track. It has been beautifully choreographed by Rakesh Sharma. Rakesh has tastefully added the colorful Bollywood magic to the movie making the whole experience amazingly wonderful. Pervez Shaikh, who is an award winning action director has directed the action scenes in the movie and has now given Costa Rica its first action movie ever done before.
ENTANGLED THE NEW STYLE LATIN MOVIE

The post is done at one of the biggest studios of India, providing the best technical people from Bollywood. Entangled promises to draw public attention for being the first Latino movie filmed with the participation of local famous actors with Spanish language in Bollywood style. The theme song consists of a great carnival that brought together more than 1200 people, serving as a platform for the title song.

SYNOPSIS OF THE FILM

Leo, in the middle of a millionaire robbery meets the love of his life, Ana. But now he has to choose between money and love. He chooses love and decides to return the money but the confusion starts with an accident which happens on the way. This takes the audience on a roller coaster ride through a series of risky and funny situations leaving the viewer with suspense and confusion about the whereabouts of the money, experiencing great excitement until the end of the film.

LEAD ROLES

Prabhakar Sharan, Costa Rican actor, born in India. Nancy Dobles, current presenter in the best channel of Costa Rica and winner of several Latin American television programs. The movie also has international actor Mario Chacon, whose film Maikol Yordan Un Viaje Perdido, broke all records at the box office in Costa Rica in 2015, and the experienced actor José Castro. The lead team also has a surprise element and includes former WWE champion and Hollywood actor, Scott Steiner.
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Background music Meghdeep Bose, Music Director Kaushal Mahawir, Sound on set Sebastian Perez Bastidas.

Dress Designer Grace Roman, Art Director Oscar Sotto.

Executive Producer Teresa Rodriguez Cerdas, Production Jose Castro, Prabhakar Sharan, Poster by Idea & Dreams Manoj Zore.
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